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C h a p t e r 5

FACILITATING SUB-THRESHOLD SYNAPTIC INPUT USING

EPIDURAL STIMULATION TO ACHIEVE NEURON

ACTIVATION

After a significant spinal cord injury, the neurons in the spinal cord caudal to the

injury often have a decreased amount of connectivity due to the injury and subse-

quent neural degeneration. But some connectivity and neural activity may remain.

Electrical stimulation can of course be used to directly stimulate muscles (Grobel-

nik and Kralj, 1973; Thrasher, Flett, and Popovic, 2006; Lynch and Popovic, 2008)

or activate motor neurons directly (Veraart, W. M. Grill, and Mortimer, 1993), how-

ever doing so directly ignores existing neural circuitry in the spinal cord and may

also inadvertently activate other undesired neurons. Instead, one hypothesis is to

directly facilitate the neuronal activity of existing postural and motor control cir-

cuits. Epidural (Edgerton et al., 2008) and transcutaneous (Yury Gerasimenko et

al., 2015) electrical stimulation of the spinal cord has proven useful in facilitating

the function of existing neural circuitry and even voluntary movement (Harkema

et al., 2011; Urban, 2018) in humans and rats with spinal cord injuries.

The experimentally observed facilitation of voluntary movement in subjects with

clinically “complete” spinal cord injuries implies that in some of these cases, the

brain retains some connectivity with the spinal cord, just not enough to actually

move muscles without the aid of spinal stimulation. While there are many existing

computational studies of epidural stimulation of the spinal cord (see Section 1.1), to

my knowledge there are no existing computational studies exploring how electrical

stimulation of the spinal cord could facilitate synaptic input to allow neuron activa-

tion. In this chapter, I consider the hypothesis that the electrical stimulation process
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somehow facilitates the activation of key neurons in the spinal cord involved in mo-

tor control. The anatomical location of these key neurons is still unclear, although

recent investigations are shedding light on the possibilities (Asboth et al., 2018;

Urban, 2018). It is further unclear how the activity of these neurons is directly

facilitated by electrical stimulation. This chapter will consider the possibility that

these key neurons are interneurons in the spinal cord that are directly stimulated by

the epidural stimulation while being exposed to sub-threshold EPSPs.

The main objective of this chapter is to show that epidural stimulation of a simulated

rat spinal cord can facilitate the activation of an interneuron when a sub-threshold

EPSP from a synapse on a dendrite is triggered. Of course, in a real biological sys-

tem, it is possible that multiple EPSPs from sub-threshold synapses in combination

with one or more stimulation pulses could result in a facilitated action potential.

Understanding single synapse facilitation may lead to principles that are useful in

understanding multiple synapse facilitation. Simulations involving multiple stimu-

lation pulses and/or multiple EPSPs could be considered for future work; this thesis

will only look at the interaction between a single EPSP and a single stimulation

pulse. A number of different synapse weights and stimulation voltages will be used

so that the distribution of the number of neurons facilitated vs stimulation voltage

and synapse weight can be seen. The properties of this distribution will shed light

on the nature of the facilitation process.

Chapter 3 described the interneuron model used in this chapter, and Section 3.4.3

determined the synaptic weights necessary for a single triggered synapse to result in

neuron activation without external stimulation. For facilitation, the synaptic weights

are required to be less than those thresholds. Chapter 4 explored using epidural

stimulation to activate neurons without any triggered synapses. A limited number

of neurons were activated by stimulation with a magnitude of less than 5 V, and

none were activated using a magnitude of 2.5 V for monophasic stimulation or a
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magnitude of 3 V for biphasic stimulation. Chapter 4 also showed that epidural

electrical stimulation causes the membrane voltage in the distal tips of the axons

and dendrites to have a significantly larger deviation from the resting potential than

the proximal parts of the cell. In order to see how this affects the amplitude and

propagation of an EPSP from synapses, synapses will be integrated into the model

at the distal tips (segment 16) of all dendrites and the middle of the distal section

(segment 8) of each dendrite (see locations “A” (segment 8) and “B” (segment 16)

in Fig. 3.3). This chapter will consider stimulation magnitudes of 5 V or less, which

are biologically relevant. In some of the cases, a few of the neurons will be activated

without a synaptic input, but the majority of the neurons will require facilitation

by the stimulating field. I found that a synapse triggered within some time win-

dow of the stimulation pulse has the greatest opportunity for facilitation. The time

window(s) during which the interaction of the stimulation pulse and the synapse

response cause neuron activation is referred to as facilitation window(s). After

a model neuron is exposed to a subthreshold EPSP (examples seen in Figs. 3.10

and 3.13) the neuron returns to the resting state after some period of timea. A sub-

threshold stimulation pulse (examples shown in Figs. 5.3, 5.3, 5.11 and 5.23) takes

less time to return to resting state. Since both the stimulation pulse and the synapse

weight are subthreshold by themselves, facilitation cannot occur unless either: (1)

a stimulation pulse arrives after a synapse was triggered, but before the neuron’s

state (Vm, and ion channel state variables) has returned to the resting state, or (2) a

synapse is triggered after a stimulation pulse but before the neuron’s state has re-

turned to the resting state. Obviously, there are more conditions for facilitation to

occur which will be explored a bit in Sections 4.6 and 5.2.

The key finding of this chapter and a contribution of this thesis is that synaptic

aFor these examples, the neuron takes about 75 ms to 100 ms for the membrane voltage (Vm) and

the m ion channel state variables (mIKdrSM, mIKaSM, and mINaSM) to return to the resting state. The

h ion channel state variables (hIKaSM and hINaSM) take longer (about 150 ms) to return the resting

state.
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EPSP inputs that are sub-threshold without stimulation can lead to action potentials

with facilitation from epidural stimulation. Prior work (as discussed in Section 1.1)

has focused on epidural stimulation of the dorsal roots and myelinated fibers in

the white matter. One group of researchers (Capogrosso et al., 2013) have mod-

eled stimulation of interneurons and motor neurons in the spinal cord with epidural

stimulation but has not done an intensive study of the interaction of sub-threshold

synaptic inputs with epidural stimulation.

Section 5.1 discusses the construction of the simulations and some computa-

tional limitations. Section 5.2 shows 8 examples of facilitation using neuron

GM1_L_r5_Yn (a neuron in the dorsal horn on the left side under electrode row

5 with an axon pointing in the −ŷ direction) and electrode combination A4pA5n

(see Section 2.2.1 for electrode combination notation definition) using biphasic

and monophasic stimulation. These example sections highlight the facilitation

window(s) around a stimulation pulse during which a synaptic input will be

facilitated. There is also some evidence that the “least effort” (least magnitude

of stimulation and synapse weight) facilitation timing may be dependent on the

ion channel states. Section 5.3 summarizes how much facilitation occurs with

different stimulation types, synapse locations, stimulation magnitudes, and synapse

weights. A significant amount of facilitation occurs when the synapse weight

and stimulation magnitude are both large, but sub-threshold. The amount of

facilitation decreases as the stimulation magnitude or synapse weight decreases.

Section 5.4 finds static voltage features (Section 5.4.1) from static volume conduc-

tor simulation and membrane voltage features from stimulation-only (no EPSPs)

NEURON simulations (Section 5.4.2) which are useful for separating facilitated

neurons (including neurons active with only stimulation) from non-activated

neurons. A set of features (V
Synapse

static
− V Soma

static
, V IS

static
− V Soma

static
) based on the static

volume conductor simulations were better at separating facilitated neurons from
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non-activated neurons.

5.1 Modeling of the Facilitation effect

In order to model the mechanism of facilitation, it is necessary to look at the inter-

actions between the effects of a stimulation pulse on a neuron whose synaptic input

has been triggered. As shown below, these interactions vary as a function of the

time difference between the onset of the stimulation pulse and the onset of synaptic

input. In order to study the effect of this time difference, the stimulation pulse onset

was fixed in time and the synapse trigger time was varied to include onsets both

before and after the stimulation pulse. For each set of parameters (neuron location,

orientation, combination, etc.) that would not result in neuron activation without

an EPSP, the maximum membrane voltage at the tip of the axon was recorded for

each synapse trigger time. A neuron was considered facilitated if the maximum

membrane voltage at the axon tip was greater than or equal to −10 mV, due to the

influence of the combined effects of the EPSP and the electrical stimulation and less

than −10 mV with either alone. The time interval between the onsets that result in

facilitation then gives an estimate of how accurately the stimulation pulse must be

timed with the existing neuronal activity in order to produce a facilitation effect.

The extracellular voltage was extracted from the volume conductor models and

scaled as described in the previous chapter. In addition to the parameters simulated

in the last chapter (which yielded 792 simulation configurations for each electrode

combination and stimulation type (monophasic or biphasic)), there are 10 synapse

locations (distal tip or middle of distal section on 5 dendrites) yielding a total of

7920 simulation parameters. Simulations were conducted using the stimulation

voltages and synapse weights in Table 5.1.

In order to understand the temporal interactions between epidural stimulation and

the EPSPs, the duration of simulated time was increased from 151 ms to 226 ms,
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Table 5.1: Facilitation testing

parameters: column |Vs | con-

tains the list of stimulation volt-

age magnitudes tested, column

W8 contains the list of synapse

weights used for the synapse in

the middle of the distal section

of the dendrite, and W16 contains

the list of synapse weights used

for the synapse of the distal tip

of the dendrite.

|Vs |[mV] W8[nS] W16[nS]

5 3.45 4.783

4 3.443 4.776

3 3.436 4.769

2 3.422

1 3.394

0.5 3.337

3.225

3.0

and the start of the simulation pulse was moved to t = 76 ms to allow for simulation

of EPSPs both before, during, and after the stimulation pulse. This time range

was believed to be sufficient because the peak of the membrane voltage occurs at

a maximum of ~50 ms after synapse trigger, and the maximum membrane voltages

due to stimulation pulses occurs within ~25 ms of pulse onset. In each simulation

interval, only a single stimulation pulse (at t = 76 ms) and a single EPSP (from an

Exp2Syn synapse as described in Section 3.3.1) occurred, but the synapse trigger

time was selected from the array tsyn = [1 ms to 146 ms in steps of 5 ms] (a total of

30 trigger times).

Simulating all of the above parameter configurations would require 792 * (5 den-

drites) * (3+8 synapse weights for segments 16 and 8 respectively) * (6 stimula-

tion voltages) * (18 combinations) * (2 stimulation types) * (30 trigger times) =
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282,268,800 NEURON simulations, or about 247.5 times the number of simula-

tions required for the previous chapter. Each NEURON simulation for this chapter

also can be estimated to take about 1.5 times longer than the simulations in the

previous chapter. Since the previous chapter’s simulations took on the order of a

month to complete, clearly either additional computational resources are required

or a smarter sampling algorithm in order to obtain results in a reasonable amount

of time. With the goal of reducing computation time while still finding facilitation,

a sampling algorithm was written that: (1) avoided simulating synapse firing if the

stimulation pulse alone would cause activation, (2) avoided simulations at a par-

ticular synapse trigger time if a larger-in-magnitude stimulation voltage or synapse

weight did not result in facilitation, unless a neighboring (in time) synapse trigger

time did result in facilitation. Using this sampling algorithm, the total number of

simulations was reduced to 18,980,825 for monophasic simulations and 10,790,662

for biphasic simulations. The total number of simulations performed (29,771,487)

is 10.5% of the number of simulations required to simulate all of the parameter con-

figurations listed earlier. In particular situations, some of the assumptions behind

the sampling algorithm could be wrong, and so some facilitation could be missed,

but they seem to be true in the cases I specifically examined.

During the NEURON simulations, membrane voltage maxima and minima were

recorded at several “probe” locations (axon proper distal tip (seg=16), initial seg-

ment (“IS”, seg=0), axon hillock (“AH”,seg=0), and soma (seg=0). (See Fig. 3.3

for “probe” locations.)

5.2 Examples of facilitation

Before getting to the total amount of facilitation in Section 5.3 or predicting facili-

tation in Section 5.4, it is necessary to have some understanding of how facilitation

occurs and the concept of a facilitation window. A facilitation window is a period
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of time near a stimulation pulse during which synaptic input can control the output

of the neuron. In this section, I will go through a few examples to help develop a

better understanding of the facilitation process.

Consider neuron GM1_L_r5_Ynb exposed to stimulation using combination

A4pA5nc (VA4
s = VSG(t), VA5

s = −VSG(t)). Based on the data from the last chapter

(without synaptic input), biphasic stimulation activates this neuron with stimulation

amplitude Vs = −6 V or Vs = 8 V. Using monophasic stimulation it activates using

−4.25 V of stimulation, and positive monophasic stimulation appears completely

ineffective. When synaptic input is present, this situation changes significantly

based on the location of the synapse and its synaptic weight. Section 5.2.1 will

examine what happens if a synapse is triggered on the distal tip (segment=16)

of the distal dendrite pointing in the +x̂ direction near the time of a biphasic

stimulation pulse. Section 5.2.2 will look at the same situation with 2 polarities of

monophasic stimulation. More examples including some with the synapse located

in the middle (segment=8) of the distal section are available in Section 5.B.

All of the biphasic examples presented have a “least effort” facilitation window

(in terms of least synapse weight and least magnitude of stimulation) for synaptic

input ~15-20ms before the stimulation pulse. For the monophasic examples, the

facilitation window timing depends on the polarity of the stimulation pulse. With

Vs < 0, the “least effort” facilitation window for synaptic input is before the stimu-

lation pulse, which is similar to the biphasic examples, but if Vs > 0, the facilitation

window for synaptic input is mostly after the stimulation pulse.

bSee Section 4.1 for naming convention. This is a neuron located in the dorsal horn on the left

side under electrode row 5 with an axon pointing in the −ŷ direction.
cSee Section 2.2.1 for electrode combination notation definition.
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5.2.1 Biphasic stimulation

This section looks an example of facilitation using biphasic stimulation with com-

bination A4pA5n and a negative stimulation (Vs < 0) amplitude. Specifically, the

facilitation of neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn with a synapse located at segment 16 on the

distal dendrite pointing in the x̂ direction. Without any synaptic input, the neuron

will activate if Vs = −6 V.

The maximum membrane voltage at the axon tip for the synapse weights, trigger

times, and stimulation voltages listed in Section 5.1 can be seen in Fig. 5.1. The

stimulation pulse starts at 76 ms. The facilitation window(s) for each pairing of

stimulation voltage (Vs) and synapse weight consist of any time that the appropri-

ate line indicating the membrane voltage at the axon tip goes above the red line

(−10 mV). In this case, facilitation window(s) exist both before and after the stim-

ulation pulse, but the “least effort” facilitation occurs before the stimulation pulse.

In this case, the window (in time) of facilitation with Vs = −2 V is about 40 ms

before the middle of the stimulation pulse and 25 ms after the stimulation pulse for

all of the tested synapse weights. Note that there is a reduction in the length of

the facilitation time window as Vs approaches 0, especially for the lower values of

synapse weight. But there is still some facilitation at the higher synapse weights

for Vs = −0.5 V. For Vs = −0.5 V and synapse weight 4.776 nS; there is only an

~15 ms window before the stimulation pulse in which the synapse must fire in order

to experience facilitation. Anecdotally, all of the biphasic facilitation plots that I

have examined exhibit the same pattern: there exists a “least effort” facilitation

window before the stimulation pulse.

Figure 5.2 shows the membrane voltage at the axon tip and the synapse location

for Vs = −2 V and synapse weight 4.783 nS for all the synapse trigger times shown

in Fig. 5.1. The periods of neuron activation are shown in orange-red, while the
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synapse trigger time is shown as a dashed cyan line, and the start of the stimula-

tion pulse is depicted as a dotted black line. Any synapse time that results in an

activation is part of the facilitation window.

The response of the neuron (membrane voltage and ion-channel state variables) to

just the effect of a synaptic input (with synapse weight of 4.783 nS) alone can be

found in Fig. 3.13. The response of the neuron to stimulation of level Vs = −2 V

alone can be found in Fig. 5.3.

When Vs = −2 V and the synapse weight takes the value 4.783 nS, a synapse trig-

ger time at t = 66 ms maximizes the membrane voltage at the axon tip (compared

to other synapse trigger times). Figure 5.4 shows the neuron response to these

parameters. Note that this synapse trigger time causes the stimulation pulse to oc-

cur when mIKdrSM is at a maximum near the synapse and hINaSM is at a minimum

(where mIKdrSM and hINaSM are ion state variables discussed in Section 3.1). These

ion channel states may make the neurons more sensitive to biphasic stimulation

and explain why the “least effort” facilitation window for biphasic stimulation oc-

curs before the stimulation pulse. Additional examples of biphasic stimulation in

Sections 5.B.1 to 5.B.3 show the same behavior.
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A4pA5n biphasic GM1_L_r5_Yn Exp2Syn@dendrite_Distal_Xp_seg16=(4.78296nS) stimV=-2000mV 

Figure 5.2: Membrane voltage (Vm) (see colormap) at the axon tip (top figure) and at the

synapse location (bottom figure) as a function of synapse trigger time (x-axis) and simu-

lation time (y-axis). Measured on neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn exposed to −2.0 V of biphasic

epidural stimulation using stimulating electrode combination A4pA5n while a synaptic in-

put with synapse weight=4.783nS is triggered at varying times on the distal dendrite that

points in the +x̂ direction at segment 16. The electrical stimulation pulse starts at t=76.0ms

and the maximum amplitudes of the pulse occur at t=77.66ms ± 0.16ms. The colormap

is white when Vm = −68.31 mV (the resting membrane voltage for the distal axon tip)

and changes from dark yellow to orange at Vm = −10 mV to indicate neuron activation.

Synapse trigger times that have a dark yellow to orange color above them are a part of the

“facilitation window.”
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5.2.2 Monophasic stimulation

This section looks at an example of facilitation using monophasic stimulation with

combination A4pA5n with both negative and positive stimulation (Vs). Specifically,

the facilitation of neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn with a synapse located at segment 16

on the distal dendrite pointing in the x̂ direction. Without any synaptic input, the

neuron will activate if Vs ≤ −4.25 V.

The maximum membrane voltage at the axon tip for the synapse weights, trigger

times, and stimulation voltages listed in Section 5.1 can be seen in Fig. 5.5 for

Vs < 0 and Fig. 5.9 for Vs > 0. Unlike the biphasic stimulation examples, which all

have “least effort” facilitation window(s) before the stimulation pulse, in this case

if Vs > 0, the facilitation window for synaptic input is longer after the stimulation

pulse than before the stimulation pulse. The “least effort” facilitation window in

this case is when the stimulation pulse occurs. If Vs < 0, then the “least effort”

facilitation window for synaptic input occurs before the stimulation pulse in the

biphasic examples.

With Vs = −4 V, there are two facilitation windows (one before the stimulation

pulse (about 35 ms to 40 ms in width), a gap of about 5 ms to 10 ms of time with no

facilitation around the stimulation pulse, and another window after the stimulation

pulse with a width of about 35 ms. With Vs = −3 V, the facilitation window is about

55 ms wide with 40 ms before the stimulation pulse and 15 ms after with no gap in

between. For [-2, -1, 0.5]ms, the facilitation windows are all before the stimulation

pulse, similar to the biphasic stimulation examples.

Figure 5.6 shows the membrane voltage at the axon tip and the synapse location for

Vs = −2 V and synapse weight 4.783 nS. Figure 5.10 shows the same for Vs = 2 V

and the same synapse weight. As in the previous section, the periods of neuron

activation are shown in orange-red, while the synapse trigger time is shown as a
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dashed cyan line, and the start of the stimulation pulse as a dotted black line.

The response of the neuron (membrane voltage and ion-channel state variables) to

just the EPSP (with synapse weight of 4.783 nS) alone can be found in Fig. 3.13.

The response of the neuron to Vs = −2 V stimulation alone can be found in Fig. 5.7

and Vs = 2 V stimulation alone in Fig. 5.11. For Vs = −2 V, a synapse trigger time

of 71 ms (shown in Fig. 5.8) resulted in the maximum axon tip membrane volt-

age with a synaptic weight of 4.783 nS. In this case, the stimulation pulse occurs

when Vm at the synapse location is a maximum, mIKdrSM is approaching maximum,

mIKaSM is close to maximum, mINaSM is near maximum, and hINaSM is approaching

minimum. Further study would be required to determine which factors are impor-

tant for “least effort” timing, but none of the biphasic stimulation examples had

“least effort” timing at the maximum of Vm at the synapse.

For the case of Vs = 2 V and synapse weight 4.783 nS, the membrane voltage at the

axon tip is maximized (compared to other synapse trigger times) when the synapse

trigger time coincides with the start of the stimulation pulse. Figure 5.12 shows the

neuron response to these parameters.

Additional examples of facilitation with monophasic stimulation and a synapse lo-

cated in the middle of the distal section of the same dendrite are available in Sec-

tions 5.B.4 and 5.B.5. Based on these examples, it appears that the timing of the

facilitation window(s) depends on the magnitude, sign, and orientation of the neu-

ron (and likely the orientation of the dendrite with the triggered synapse). There are

also differences in the “least effort” facilitation timing between monophasic and

biphasic stimulation that should be looked into further.
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A4pA5n monophasic GM1_L_r5_Yn Exp2Syn@dendrite_Distal_Xp_seg16=(4.78296nS) stimV=-2000mV 

Figure 5.6: Membrane voltage (Vm) (see colormap) at the axon tip (top figure) and at the

synapse location (bottom figure) as a function of synapse trigger time (x-axis) and simula-

tion time (y-axis). Measured on neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn exposed to −2.0 V of monophasic

epidural stimulation using stimulating electrode combination A4pA5n while a synaptic in-

put with synapse weight=4.783nS is triggered at varying times on the distal dendrite that

points in the +x̂ direction at segment 16. The electrical stimulation pulse starts at t=76.0ms

and has a maximum amplitude at t=77.13ms. The colormap is white when Vm = −68.31 mV

(the resting membrane voltage for the distal axon tip) and changes from dark yellow to or-

ange at Vm = −10 mV to indicate neuron activation.
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A4pA5n monophasic GM1_L_r5_Yn Exp2Syn@dendrite_Distal_Xp_seg16=(4.78296nS) stimV=2000mV 

Figure 5.10: Membrane voltage (Vm) (see colormap) at the axon tip (top figure) and at the

synapse location (bottom figure) as a function of synapse trigger time (x-axis) and simula-

tion time (y-axis). Measured on neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn exposed to 2.0 V of monophasic

epidural stimulation using stimulating electrode combination A4pA5n while a synaptic in-

put with synapse weight=4.783nS is triggered at varying times on the distal dendrite that

points in the +x̂ direction at segment 16. The electrical stimulation pulse starts at t=76.0ms

and has a maximum amplitude at t=77.13ms. The colormap is white when Vm = −68.31 mV

(the resting membrane voltage for the distal axon tip) and changes from dark yellow to or-

ange at Vm = −10 mV to indicate neuron activation.
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5.3 Total facilitated neurons for monophasic and biphasic stimulation

Section 4.3 discussed the total number of active neurons for monophasic and bipha-

sic stimulation without any EPSPs. When a synapse is triggered close enough in

time to interact with the stimulation pulse, this interaction may result in facilitation.

As seen in Section 5.2, for each synapse weight and stimulation voltage, there may

exist one or more facilitation windows (regions of synapse trigger time for a fixed

stimulation time) where the interaction of the EPSP from the synaptic input and

the stimulation pulse results in facilitation. Larger facilitation windows means that

there is a larger probability that a stimulus pulse will facilitate an EPSP and activate

a neuron. The number of synapse trigger times which result in facilitation can be

used to summarize the facilitation window(s) for each pair of stimulation voltage

and synapse weight.

For each type of stimulation (monophasic and biphasic), electrode stimulation volt-

age (|Vs |), synapse weight, and synapse segment (8 or 16), there are: (6 neuron

locations for each constant z plane) * (6 geometry types (axon orientations)) * (5+6

z planes (ignoring neurons under rows 1 and 7)) * (2 positive and negative volt-

age amplitude) * (18 combinations) * (5 dendrites) = 71280 simulated neurons that

could be facilitated.

Two-dimensional histograms of the number of simulated neurons vs the duration of

the facilitation window(s), as measured using the number of synapse trigger points

resulting in activation vs stimulation and synapse weight were generated by com-

bining the number of synapse trigger times resulting in facilitation for all electrode

combinations, neuron locations, and neuron orientations. Figure 5.13 shows the 2d

histograms (greyscale squares with colorbar just to the right of each histogram indi-

cate the number of neurons) for monophasic (Fig. 5.13a) and biphasic (Fig. 5.13b)

stimulation and synapses located in the middle (segment 8) of the distal section of

the dendrites. Figure 5.14 shows the 2d histograms (greyscale squares with colorbar
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just to the right of each histogram indicate the number of neurons) for monopha-

sic (Fig. 5.14a) and biphasic (Fig. 5.14b) stimulation and synapses located at the

distal tips (segment 16) of the distal section of the dendrites. The y-axis of each

2d histogram shows the number of synapse trigger times which result in facilitation

(or stimulation only (stimOnly) if no EPSP is required to activate the neuron at that

value of Vs). Understanding the x-axis of each 2d histogram requires looking at the

background columns behind the histogram. The magnitude of stimulation voltage

(|Vs |) is represented by the color of each column (see right color bar (virdisd) to the

right of each plot). The synapse weight of each column is indicated by the hatch-

ing of each column (see legend to the far right of each histogram). The grey-scale

colorbar indicating the number of neurons facilitated in each square and the viridis

colorbar indicating the magnitude of the stimulation voltage (|Vs |) are the same in

Figs. 5.13a, 5.13b, 5.14a and 5.14b, allowing for direct comparison.

From Figs. 5.13 and 5.14, it appears that monophasic stimulation in general has

wider facilitation windows (with a few exceptions) compared with biphasic stimu-

lation. The histograms also show a general expected trend of increasing facilitation

with increasing magnitude of stimulation voltage |Vs | and synapse weight. It also

appears that the facilitation windows tend to be a bit larger if the synapse is on

the distal tip of the distal dendrite compared with the middle of the distal dendrite.

Unfortunately, comparisons between synapse locations are not completely accurate

because a larger synaptic weight is required to activate the neuron if the synapse is

located further from the soma. I have tried to compensate for this effect by choosing

synapse weights for each synapse location as an offset from the synapse activation

threshold at each location.

Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the same data using stacked bars indicating the size

dMatplotlib’s viridis (yellow-green-blue) colormap is an improvement over traditional rainbow

colormaps. See Borland and Ii, 2007 and Liu and Heer, 2018.
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of the facilitation windows. The bar charts make it easier to compare the total

number of neurons with a facilitation window of various widths. In these plots,

the maximum of the y-axis is the total number of neurons so it is easy to see the

factions of neurons facilitated. For synapses located in the middle of the distal den-

drite (Fig. 5.15), the general trends described above still hold, (monophasic stim-

ulation results in more facilitation than biphasic stimulation, etc.). However, for

synapses at the distal tip of the distal dendrite (Fig. 5.15), at the largest synapse

weight (4.783 nS), the total number of neurons where at least 1 of the synapse

trigger times results in facilitation is actually larger for biphasic than monophasic

stimulation if the magnitude of stimulation voltage |Vs | >= 3 V.

For both monophasic and biphasic stimulation, there is also an increase in the

number of neurons with greater than 4 trigger points that result in facilitation for

synapses at the distal tips of the distal dendrites compared with the synapses in the

middle of the distal dendrite as seen in Figs. 5.17 and 5.18. This indicates that fa-

cilitation of distal synaptic input may be easier than more proximal (to the soma)

synaptic input.
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5.4 Predicting neuron facilitation

Section 4.6 showed that V
AxonTip

static
− V Soma

static
could be useful to estimate if a neuron

would be activated by a particular combination of electric fields. Ideally, a similar

feature or set of features could be found to estimate neuron facilitation. Addition-

ally, features that are useful for separating facilitated neurons from non-facilitated

neurons may indicate which aspects of the neuron’s response to stimulation are

important.

A dataset including the results from the facilitation simulations, stimulation-only

simulations, and static simulations was collected for the 22 facilitation situations

(stimulation type, synapse position on the dendrite (middle (iSeg=8) or distal tip

(iSeg=16)), and synapse weight). Each of these datasets includes simulations from

all 18 bipolar combinations with 6 stimulation voltage levels (0.5V, 1V, 2V, 3V,

4V, 5V). Each data point includes the number of facilitated synapse trigger time

samples which, if multiplied by 5 ms (the sampling interval between trigger times),

gives an estimate of the width of the facilitation window for that neuron.

In this section, the data is plotted with the number of facilitated synapse trigger

time samples vs various features (for illustrative purposes). I have chosen to try to

separate the data into three categories referred to by the variable T :

• T = 0 or negative – neurons that are not activated by the stimulation, with or

without an EPSP,

• T = 1 or positive – neurons that are facilitated at 1 or more synapse trigger

times or activated with just stimulation, and

• T = Unknown or mixed – neurons cannot be separated or distinguished from

others of the opposite category using the current features.
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The few neurons that are activated without an EPSP are included in category (T = 1)

to simplify the analysis.

Attempts to use machine-learning techniques (e.g. random forests) to determine

the best features to use and decision boundaries resulted in complicated decision

boundaries. These complicated decision boundaries resulted in high true positive

rates and low false positive rates using cross-validation. However, the decision

boundaries appeared to overfit the data in uncertain regions of the feature space. So

a simpler approach (inspired by Fig. 4.22b) was tried with a maximum of 4 decision

boundaries.
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Figure 5.19: Example histogram plot showing the regions of example feature x that can be used

for prediction of facilitation. The y-axis is the number of trigger points facilitated above threshold

(−10 mV). Each trigger corresponds with about 5 ms of time during which a triggered synapse

would cause facilitation. For each feature, active and non-active classification regions of unclassified

samples are drawn with a yellow and cyan background respectively. These classification regions are

also written as rules below for feature value f0, where T=1 and T=0 indicates that the neuron is

active and non-active respectively.
IF ( f0 < x−2) THEN (T=1)

ELIF (x−1 < f0 < x1) THEN (T=0)

ELIF (x2 < f0) THEN (T=1)

ELSE (T=Unknown)

Consider an arbitrary feature x with value x0 without stimulation voltage. Since

all the neurons have no facilitation without stimulation, there might be a region

in feature space around x0 which contains no facilitated neurons. The decision

boundaries for this region (if it exists) are referred to as x−1 and x1 where

x−1 ≤ x0 ≤ x1 (5.1)
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and all of the neuron simulations with feature values of x such that x−1 ≤ x ≤ x1

have no facilitation. The last two decision boundaries (if they exist) are referred

to as x−2 and x2 where x−2 ≤ x−1 ≤ x0 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 and all of the neuron simu-

lations with feature values of x such that x ≤ x−2 or x2 ≤ x have non-zero size

facilitation window(s). Figure 5.19 shows a cartoon example of these facilitation

decision boundaries for arbitrary feature x. Custom analysis software was writ-

ten to find the values x−2, x−1, x1, and x2 given a feature dataset and the value of

x0 (the value of the feature without stimulation). For many features, one or more

of these decision boundaries do not exist, but the remaining decision boundaries

(if any) can be used for classification. A greedy cascading search algorithm was

written to find which sequence of features is able to separate the largest number of

positive (T = 1) neurons and negative (T = 0) neurons from the rest. This algorithm

evaluates how many neurons each single feature is able to classify as positive and

negative, picks the best one (sorted by most identified as positive and then most

identified as negative if there are ties) and any neuron samples that are still mixed

cascade into the next greedy search over the remaining features until the algorithm

has reached the feature limit (a sequence of 4 features). In the next section I will

define these features and explain how they are chosen.

The results from these searches are summarized in tables and figures in Sec-

tions 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. Each figure shows unclassified data in grey scale, and data

classified by earlier stages of the cascade in shades of red (facilitated/activated)

and blue (no-activation).

5.4.1 Separating facilitated and non-activated neurons using static features

Predicting facilitation from static (rather than time-domain) volume conductor sim-

ulations would imply that time-domain volume conductor simulations are unnec-

essary (once a predictor is built). In Section 4.6, I showed that the 2nd derivative
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of static voltage along the axon and static voltage at the axon tip are not useful for

separating active neurons from inactive neurons. Similarly, applying a cascade of 4

static voltage features (V L
static

for locations L, etc) at individual pointse or a cascade

of 4 second derivative features at individual pointsf did not perform well compared

to features based on the static voltage differences between individual points and the

soma.

The following features were evaluated by the greedy search algorithm:

• V
AxonTip

st at ic
−VSoma

st at ic
,

• VAxonMiddle
st at ic

−VSoma
st at ic

,

• V IS
st at ic

−VSoma
st at ic

,

• VAH
st at ic

−VSoma
st at ic

,

• min∀dendrites (V
DistalDendriteTip

st at ic
) −VSoma

st at ic
,

• max∀dendrites (V
DistalDendriteTip

st at ic
) −VSoma

st at ic
,

• avg∀dendrites (V
DistalDendriteTip

st at ic
) −VSoma

st at ic
,

• min∀dendrites (VDistalDendriteMiddle
st at ic

) −VSoma
st at ic

,

• max∀dendrites (VDistalDendriteMiddle
st at ic

) −VSoma
st at ic

,

• avg∀dendrites (VDistalDendriteMiddle
st at ic

) −VSoma
st at ic

, and

• V
Synapse

st at ic
−VSoma

st at ic
,

where V L
static

is the static voltage at location L, min∀dendrites(V L
static

) is the minimum

static voltage at location L across all of the dendrites for that particular neuron and

stimulation parameters, max∀dendrites(V L
static

) is the maximum static voltage at loca-

tion L across all of the dendrites for that particular neuron and stimulation param-

eters, and avg∀dendrites(V DistalDendriteMiddle
static

) is the average static voltage at location L

across all of the dendrites for that particular neuron and stimulation parameters.

eonly able to classify 0.3% to 16% of facilitated neurons over all 22 datasets
fonly able to classify 0.2% to 20.8% of facilitated neurons over all 22 datasets
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The greedy search algorithm was run using the above features for each type of

stimulation (biphasic, monophasic), synapse location (distal tip or middle of distal

dendrite), and synapse weight. After all those feature sequences were found, they

were evaluated on all the datasets and the feature sequence that did best across all

datasets was chosen. The best features overall were:

• f0 = V
Synapse

static
− V Soma

static
,

• f1 = V IS
static

− V Soma
static

,

• f2 = min∀dendrites(V DistalDendriteMiddle
static

) − V Soma
static

,

• and f3 = avg∀dendrites(V DistalDendriteMiddle
static

) − V Soma
static

.

With no stimulation voltage, the value of all of these features is 0 mV.

The results of using these features to separate simulations are shown in supplemen-

tary figures in Section 5.C. A summary of the results is available in Table 5.2.

These features are interesting:

• Feature f0 = V
Synapse

static
− V Soma

static
represents the extracellular voltage difference

caused by the stimulation between the synapse location and the soma.

• Feature f1 = V IS
static

− V Soma
static

is very similar to the feature (V
AxonTip

static
− V Soma

static
)

which was used in Fig. 4.22b to predict activation without EPSPs.

In simulations, the initial segment (IS) and the axon hillock (AH) usually have al-

most the same membrane voltage and the action potential appears to start at both

locations almost simultaneously. So, this feature may indicate the amount by which

the axon is directly stimulated. The last 2 features likely represent how much other

parts of the dendrites are stimulated. The first two features account for most of the
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separation of facilitated neurons from the mix of other neurons. In most cases, these

features have a low ability to separate non-active neurons from some of the facili-

tated neurons. This may be because there is a very small difference in feature space

between no-activation and a single synapse trigger time that causes facilitation.

Table 5.2: Summary of classification of facilitation for each dataset (labeled by columns stimulation, iSeg, and synapse weight) using

features based on the static voltage difference between individual points and the soma at each stage of the cascade. Each stage uses

a different feature ( f0, f1, f2, and f3 defined below the table) and has the percent of facilitated neurons identified (id+%) and the

percent of non-facilitated neurons identified (id-%) listed. Columns p and n indicate the total number of facilitated and non-facilitated

neurons respectively. The Figure column indicates the figure that dataset is plotted in (in the pdf you can click on the figure number

to view it).

Stage f0 Stage f1 Stage f2 Stage f3

stimulation iSeg synapse weight p n id+% id-% id+% id-% id+% id-% id+% id-% Figure

biphasic 8 3.0nS 937 426743 0 4.2 67.24 99.86 67.24 99.86 80.58 99.92 5.47

biphasic 8 3.225nS 2047 425633 4.89 1.26 81.63 22.28 81.63 43.11 88.62 43.57 5.48

biphasic 8 3.337nS 4648 423032 22.16 1.14 84.55 18.4 85.8 35.81 87.74 36.04 5.49

biphasic 8 3.394nS 10070 417610 36.54 1.01 83.82 11.33 87.72 11.42 88.59 11.59 5.50

biphasic 8 3.422nS 24932 402748 51.34 0.47 82.06 4.58 85.24 4.62 85.46 4.73 5.51

biphasic 8 3.436nS 62871 364809 61.96 0.01 84.36 0.79 86.48 0.97 86.65 1.76 5.52

biphasic 8 3.443nS 111204 316476 64.44 0.01 83.94 0.02 85.33 0.05 85.33 0.29 5.53

biphasic 8 3.45nS 257872 169808 79.73 0.01 89.83 0.02 91.05 0.15 91.05 0.15 5.54

biphasic 16 4.769nS 83386 344294 20.66 0.01 75.32 0.03 77.06 0.17 77.34 0.51 5.55

biphasic 16 4.776nS 121016 306664 29.98 0.01 77.98 0.02 79.5 0.1 79.7 0.43 5.56

biphasic 16 4.783nS 257325 170355 40.92 0.01 75.42 0.01 76.67 0.01 76.67 0.03 5.57

monophasic 8 3.0nS 3207 424473 0 0.75 42.25 13.54 42.25 13.78 48.8 13.87 5.58

monophasic 8 3.225nS 7167 420513 28.95 0.66 66.29 1.24 69.02 2.17 73.06 3.77 5.59

monophasic 8 3.337nS 16891 410789 29.93 0.16 67.72 0.52 70.56 0.65 71.36 0.72 5.60

monophasic 8 3.394nS 46967 380713 25.64 0.02 66.05 0.21 68.11 0.26 69.05 0.31 5.61

monophasic 8 3.422nS 88331 339349 33.22 0.01 75.86 0.12 76.9 0.22 77.52 0.24 5.62

monophasic 8 3.436nS 134610 293070 36.38 0.01 74.21 0.08 74.95 0.16 75.8 0.19 5.63

monophasic 8 3.443nS 185932 241748 37.67 0 72.81 0.03 73.4 0.04 73.98 0.06 5.64

monophasic 8 3.45nS 319871 107809 48.17 0 70.56 0 70.87 6.66 70.89 6.66 5.65

monophasic 16 4.769nS 176737 250943 37.15 0 60.03 0.02 60.03 0.02 67.5 0.02 5.66

monophasic 16 4.776nS 210546 217134 40.81 0 60.64 0 60.64 0 70.48 0 5.67

monophasic 16 4.783nS 279199 148481 50.64 0 69.39 0.19 69.39 0.19 72.29 0.21 5.68

f0 = V
Synapse

static
− V Soma

static

f1 = V IS
static

− V Soma
static

f2 = min∀dendrites(V DistalDendriteMiddle
static

) − V Soma
static

f3 = avg∀dendrites(V DistalDendriteMiddle
static

) − V Soma
static

5.4.2 Separating facilitated and non-activated neurons using stimulation-

only membrane voltages

When an electrical stimulation pulse interacts with a neuron, the membrane voltage

of the cell deviates from resting potential by different amounts at different loca-

tions of the neuron. Predicting whether a neuron would be facilitated based on the

membrane voltage changes caused by the stimulation pulse without any EPSP in-

put would reduce the number of NEURON simulations necessary. By using the

minimum and the maximum of the membrane voltage at several locations on the

neurons as features to separate facilitated neurons from non-activated neurons, I
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hope to identify at which locations the membrane voltage changes are most impor-

tant for facilitation.

The following features were evaluated by the greedy search algorithm:

• maxt (V
AxonTip
m (t)),

• maxt (VAxonMiddle
m (t)),

• maxt (V IS
m (t)),

• maxt (VAH
m (t)),

• maxt (VSoma
m (t)),

• min∀dendrites maxt (V
DistalDendriteTip
m (t)),

• max∀dendrites maxt (V
DistalDendriteTip
m (t)),

• avg∀dendrites maxt (V
DistalDendriteTip
m (t)),

• min∀dendrites maxt (VDistalDendriteMiddle
m (t)),

• max∀dendrites maxt (VDistalDendriteMiddle
m (t)),

• avg∀dendrites maxt (VDistalDendriteMiddle
m (t)),

• maxt (V
Synapse
m (t)),

• mint (V
AxonTip
m (t)),

• mint (VAxonMiddle
m (t)),

• mint (V IS
m (t)),

• mint (VAH
m (t)),

• mint (VSoma
m (t)),

• min∀dendrites mint (V
DistalDendriteTip
m (t)),

• max∀dendrites mint (V
DistalDendriteTip
m (t)),

• avg∀dendrites mint (V
DistalDendriteTip
m (t)),

• min∀dendrites mint (VDistalDendriteMiddle
m (t)),

• max∀dendrites mint (VDistalDendriteMiddle
m (t)),

• avg∀dendrites mint (VDistalDendriteMiddle
m (t)), and
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• mint (V
Synapse
m (t)),

where V L
m (t) is the time series of membrane voltage at location L, mint (V

L
m (t)) is

the minimum over time of the membrane voltage at location L, maxt (V
L
m (t)) is the

maximum over time of the membrane voltage at location L, and the other functions

were defined in Section 5.4.1.

The greedy search algorithm was applied to the above features for each type of

stimulation (biphasic, monophasic), synapse location (distal tip or middle of distal

dendrite), and synapse weight. After all of those feature sequences were found,

they were evaluated on all the datasets, and the feature sequence that had the best

minimum performance across all datasets was chosen. The best features overall

were:

• f0 = maxt (V
AH
m (t)),

• f1 = maxt (V
Synapse
m (t)),

• f2 = mint (V
Synapse
m (t)), and

• f3 = max∀dendrites maxt (V
DistalDendriteMiddle
m (t)) .

With no stimulation voltage, the value of these features is just the resting membrane

voltages found in Fig. 3.5.

The results of using these features to separate simulations are shown in supplemen-

tary figures in Section 5.D. A summary of the results is available in Table 5.3.

As discussed briefly in Section 5.4.1, there is minimal membrane voltage differ-

ence between the axon hillock (AH) and the initial segment (IS). So, the first fea-

ture ( f0 = maxt (V
AH
m (t))) is almost identical to maxt (V

IS
m (t)), which would cor-

respond with feature V IS
static

− V Soma
static

from Section 5.4.1. The next two features
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( f1 = maxt (V
Synapse
m (t)) and f2 = mint (V

Synapse
m (t))) deal with the membrane volt-

age at the synapse location and would correspond with feature V
Synapse

static
−V Soma

static
from

Section 5.4.1. The last feature in the cascade is the maximum membrane voltage

in the middle of any dendrite, which seems to measure how much the dendrites in

general are stimulated. Compared to the static voltage difference features used in

Section 5.4.1, the membrane voltage features tested here seem less able to separate

facilitated (and active) neurons from the non-active neurons. These membrane volt-

age features are better at separating non-active neurons from the rest. The reduced

performance on separating facilitated and active neurons from non-active neurons

remains even if the cascade is allowed to use 8 features. This seems to indicate that

the minimum and maximum of the membrane voltage are not the best choice of

features. This may be because of sharp transients in the membrane voltage caused

by the stimulation pulse.

Table 5.3: Summary of classification of facilitation for each dataset (labeled by columns stimulation, iSeg, and synapse weight) using

membrane voltage features at each stage of the cascade. Each stage uses a different feature ( f0, f1, f2, and f3 defined below the table)

and has the percent of facilitated neurons identified (id+%) and the percent of non-facilitated neurons identified (id-%) listed. Columns

p and n indicate the total number of facilitated and non-facilitated neurons respectively. The Figure column indicates the figure that

dataset is plotted in (in the pdf you can click on the figure number to view it).

Stage f0 Stage f1 Stage f2 Stage f3

stimulation iSeg synapse weight p n id+% id-% id+% id-% id+% id-% id+% id-% Figure

biphasic 8 3.0nS 937 426743 66.7 99.65 66.7 99.67 66.7 99.67 66.7 99.67 5.69

biphasic 8 3.225nS 2047 425633 76.94 35.88 78.85 36.25 78.85 60.57 78.85 77.17 5.70

biphasic 8 3.337nS 4648 423032 69.6 10.6 81.15 52.38 81.63 71.33 82.98 77.25 5.71

biphasic 8 3.394nS 10070 417610 60.58 4.11 77.41 20.46 81.01 45.8 83.58 61.48 5.72

biphasic 8 3.422nS 24932 402748 42.88 1.43 66.31 22.77 74.41 44.33 76.97 52.13 5.73

biphasic 8 3.436nS 62871 364809 34.4 0.56 64.08 7.2 72.63 16.57 74.09 33.1 5.74

biphasic 8 3.443nS 111204 316476 36.01 0.2 58.95 6.72 70.69 14.09 71.87 26.01 5.75

biphasic 8 3.45nS 257872 169808 43.96 0 58.29 0.19 70.98 4.38 72 13.72 5.76

biphasic 16 4.769nS 83386 344294 60.09 0.59 62.52 0.59 62.56 2.61 63.99 31.45 5.77

biphasic 16 4.776nS 121016 306664 58.65 0.39 61.21 0.4 61.25 1.97 62.74 24.01 5.78

biphasic 16 4.783nS 257325 170355 58.58 0 61.35 0.07 61.43 0.85 62.67 12.07 5.79

monophasic 8 3.0nS 3207 424473 48.8 63.9 48.8 70.95 48.8 92.18 48.8 92.29 5.80

monophasic 8 3.225nS 7167 420513 35.3 42.66 35.82 42.66 62.83 77.44 70.18 78.26 5.81

monophasic 8 3.337nS 16891 410789 32.68 29.38 34.73 29.38 59.22 67.59 64.44 68.49 5.82

monophasic 8 3.394nS 46967 380713 31.93 20.96 34.57 20.96 49.24 61.5 52 62.4 5.83

monophasic 8 3.422nS 88331 339349 37.77 12.27 40.71 12.27 58.21 36.26 59.78 37.31 5.84

monophasic 8 3.436nS 134610 293070 42.74 7.23 47.38 7.23 63.85 25.01 64.89 25.67 5.85

monophasic 8 3.443nS 185932 241748 40.65 3 48.18 3.31 63.92 18.11 64.63 18.49 5.86

monophasic 8 3.45nS 319871 107809 38.11 1.04 50.89 1.73 63.21 9 63.56 13.15 5.87

monophasic 16 4.769nS 176737 250943 20.99 0.99 51.29 0.99 51.29 5.95 51.29 6.18 5.88

monophasic 16 4.776nS 210546 217134 17.62 0.67 47.14 0.67 47.14 4.34 47.14 4.64 5.89

monophasic 16 4.783nS 279199 148481 13.29 0.43 47.92 0.43 47.92 1.44 47.92 1.97 5.90

f0 = maxt (V
AH
m (t))

f1 = maxt (V
Synapse
m (t))

f2 = mint (V
Synapse
m (t))

f3 = max∀dendrites maxt (V
DistalDendriteMiddle
m (t))
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5.5 Discussion

Simulations of a sub-threshold synaptic input combined with a sub-threshold stim-

ulation pulse showed that time windows where synaptic input would be facilitated

existed both before and after a stimulation pulse for a significant number of neu-

rons if the synapse weight and/or the stimulation pulse magnitude is large enough.

The location and orientation of both the neuron and the synaptic input also has an

effect. As either the stimulation magnitude or the synapse weight is decreased,

the size of the facilitation windows (time range that a synapse triggered relative

to a fixed stimulation pulse causes neuron activation) is reduced and the number

of facilitated neurons is also reduced. For larger synapse weights ([3.45, 3.443,

3.436]nS associated with synapses in the middle of the distal dendrite and [4.783,

4.776, 4.769]nS for synapses located on the distal tip of a dendrite), facilitation is

possible for both monophasic and biphasic stimulation pulses of magnitude 0.5 V.

With stimulation magnitudes of 5 V or less, monophasic stimulation clearly causes

more facilitation compared to biphasic stimulation, with the exception of synapses

on the distal tips of dendrites and the largest synapse weight (4.783 nS). However,

monophasic stimulation also causes more neuron activation without synaptic in-

put, as seen in Chapter 4, which might be counterproductive for purely facilitating

existing circuits.

Based on the examples in Section 5.2, it appears that it takes less magnitude of

biphasic stimulation to facilitate a synaptic input if the stimulation pulse occurs

within a time window of about 20 ms after the synapse is triggered. For monopha-

sic stimulation, some stimulation combinations and neuron locations show the same

behavior as described for biphasic stimulation, but reversing the polarity on those

examples caused the facilitation window to be after the stimulation pulse rather

than before. For some of the neurons and synapse locations, less magnitude of

monophasic stimulation was needed to cause facilitation if the stimulation pulse
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occurred at the same time as the synaptic input. These cases also showed a large

facilitation window of possibly greater than 75 ms for synaptic input after the stimu-

lation pulse. The exact size of the actual facilitation window in some of these cases

is unknown because I underestimated the maximum size of the facilitation window.

The timing of the synaptic input and a biphasic stimulation pulse that results in

“least effort” facilitation (lowest magnitude stimulation, and lowest synapse weight)

results in the stimulation pulse occurring when mIKdrSM is at a maximum near the

synapse and hINaSM is at a minimum. For monophasic stimulation, the “least effort”

facilitation timing for the examples shown is either that the synaptic input and the

stimulation pulse occur at the same time, or the stimulation pulse occurs after the

synaptic input when Vm is at a maximum at the synapse location, mIKdrSM is ap-

proaching maximum, mIKaSM is close to maximum, mINaSM is near maximum, and

hINaSM is approaching minimum. A more comprehensive study of the facilitation

windows and “least effort” facilitation timing could be considered for future work.

In particular, the interaction of the ion channel dynamics, synapse dynamics, and

stimulation pulses should be examined further.

A method of predicting the probability of facilitation for a given neuron without

computing large numbers of time-domain volume conductor simulations and/or

NEURON simulations would allow consideration of more complicated electrode

patterns and stimulation types. While I have not built a detailed predictor in this

thesis, I have found that the features (V
Synapse

static
−V Soma

static
, V IS

static
−V Soma

static
) based on the

static volume conductor simulations were able to separate many of the facilitated

(and activated by stimulation-only) neurons from non-activated neurons. Features

based on the minima and maxima of the membrane voltage at various points were

also able to separate many of the facilitated neurons from the rest; however, they

were not able to separate as many of the neurons as the features based on the dif-

ference of static voltage between locations on the neuron and the soma. Features
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based on the second derivative of the static voltage were not useful for separating

facilitated neurons from non-facilitated neurons.

Additional facilitation simulations using the neurons listed in Tables 4.2 and 4.3

were carried out using passive dendrites instead of active dendrites. When the

synapse weights from Table 5.1 were used with the passive dendrite model, I found

a significant reduction in the amount of facilitation. This supports the hypothesis

that ion channels in the dendrites are important to the facilitation of synaptic input

using electrical stimulation.

The next chapter will summarize the main contributions of thesis and discuss pos-

sible future work.
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5.A Appendix: Position of facilitated neurons

This appendix contains tables of figures showing the width of the facilitation win-

dows (in 5 ms size intervals) for biphasic and monophasic stimulation using elec-

trode combination A3pC5n with synaptic input in the middle (segment 8) of the

distal section of each dendrite.

When plotting the activation thresholds in Section 4.A, there was only one num-

ber (the activation threshold) for each axon orientation. To plot the width of the

facilitation windows for each pair of stimulation voltage and synapse weight, there

are 5 dendrites that the synapse could be located on for each axon orientation. The

following scheme was used to plot the additional information:

• If the neuron with an axon in that orientation would be activated by stimula-

tion at that voltage without synaptic input, plot the axon as a red line.

• If synaptic input of any of the dendrites (at segment 8) has non-zero facilita-

tion windows then plot the axon as a gray line.

• For each of the synapse locations that have a non-zero facilitation window,

plot a cone (colored according to the width of the facilitation window) with a

base at the distal tip of the axon and the tip of the cone pointing in the same

Euclidean direction as the dendrite the synapse is on.

This scheme allows one to quickly see the amount of facilitation in each location.

Figure 5.20 shows an example with biphasic stimulation with combination A3pC5n,

a stimulation magnitude of Vs=2 V, and a synapse weight of 3.436 nS.

Tables 5.4 to 5.7 show tiny figures similar to Fig. 5.20 for each pairing of stimula-

tion voltage and synapse weight. All figures in this section have positive electrode

voltage indicated by a blue label and negative electrode voltage with a red label.
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Figure 5.20: Stimulation type: Biphasic, combination: A3pC5n, stimulation mag-

nitude: Vs =2 V. Synapses are on segment 8 of each dendrite with a synapse weight

of 3.436 nS. See Section 5.A for more description. Colormap indicating facilitation

width can be found in Table 5.4. Darker colors indicate wider facilitation windows.
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Table 5.4: Stimulation type: Biphasic, combination: A3pC5n.
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Table 5.5: Stimulation type: Biphasic, combination: -A3pC5n.
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Table 5.6: Stimulation type: Monophasic, combination: A3pC5n.
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Table 5.7: Stimulation type: Monophasic, combination: -A3pC5n.
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5.B Appendix: More examples of facilitation

This appendix contains supplementary examples of facilitation similar to those in

Section 5.2. Sections 5.B.1 to 5.B.3 contain detailed descriptions of facilitation

with biphasic stimulation and Sections 5.B.4 and 5.B.5 for monophasic stimulation.

These examples serve to show some of the ways that facilitation can occur. Some

interesting findings from these sections are summarized in Section 5.5.

5.B.1 Biphasic stimulation with Vs > 0 and a distal tip synapse

For biphasic stimulation using A4pA5n with Vs > 0 of neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn with

a synapse located at segment 16 on the distal dendrite pointing in the x̂ direction, the

maximum membrane voltage at the axon tip for the synapse weights, trigger times,

and stimulation voltages listed in Section 5.1 can be seen in Fig. 5.21. Without any

synaptic activity, the neuron will activate if Vs = 8 V. As with Vs < 0 (described

in Section 5.2.1), the duration of the facilitation window is larger for synaptic input

occurring before the stimulation pulse. But facilitation also happens for synaptic

input occurring after the stimulation pulse. As |Vs | and synapse weight decrease, the

facilitation window is only before the stimulation pulse. Even though the baseline

stimulation-only membrane voltage at the axon tip is less than with Vs < 0 (for

the same |Vs |), there is a similar amount of facilitation. For Vs = 0.5 V, all of the

facilitation occurs before the stimulation pulse and there is some facilitation with

all three tested synapse weights. Figure 5.22 shows the membrane voltage at the

axon tip and the synapse location for Vs = 2 V and synapse weight 4.783 nS for all

the synapse trigger times shown in Fig. 5.21. The neuron is active in plot regions

which are orange-red, while the synapse trigger time is shown as a dashed cyan

line, and the start of the stimulation pulse as a dotted black line. The time at which

the neuron becomes active generally increases with increasing synaptic trigger time

(after an initial decrease).
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The response of the neuron (membrane voltage and ion-channel state variables)

to just the synaptic input (with synapse weight of 4.783 nS) alone can be found

in Fig. 3.13. The response of the neuron to Vs = 2 V stimulation alone can be

found in Fig. 5.23. Figure 5.24 shows the facilitated response to a synapse triggered

before the stimulation pulse. Figure 5.26 shows the facilitated response to a synapse

triggered after the stimulation pulse.

As in Section 5.2.1, Figs. 5.24 and 5.26 show many similarities if the synapse trig-

ger times are lined up. The stimulation pulse causes what appear to be minor devia-

tions in the state of the neuron compared to the EPSP by itself, but these deviations

are enough to cause activation when combined with the presence of an EPSP.

For the case of Vs = 2 V and synapse weight 4.783 nS, a synapse trigger time

of t = 66 ms (same as with Vs = −2 V) maximizes the membrane voltage at the

axon tip (compared to other synapse trigger times). Figure 5.25 shows the neuron

response to these parameters. Note that this synapse trigger time causes the stimu-

lation pulse to occur when mIKdrSM is at a maximum near the synapse and hINaSM is

at a minimum. This was also seen in Section 5.2.1.
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Figure 5.22: Membrane voltage (Vm) (see colormap) at the axon tip (top figure) and at

the synapse location (bottom figure) as a function of synapse trigger time (x-axis) and sim-

ulation time (y-axis). Measured on neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn exposed to 2.0 V of biphasic

epidural stimulation using stimulating electrode combination A4pA5n while a synaptic in-

put with synapse weight=4.783nS is triggered at varying times on the distal dendrite that

points in the +x̂ direction at segment 16. The electrical stimulation pulse starts at t=76.0ms

and the maximum amplitudes of the pulse occur at t=77.66ms ± 0.16ms. The colormap is

white when Vm = −68.31 mV (the resting membrane voltage for the distal axon tip) and

changes from dark yellow to orange at Vm = −10 mV to indicate neuron activation.
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5.B.2 Biphasic stimulation with Vs < 0 and a mid-dendrite synapse

For biphasic stimulation using A4pA5n with Vs < 0 of neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn with

a synapse triggered on the distal dendrite pointing in the x̂ direction at segment

8, the maximum membrane voltage at the axon tip for the synapse weights, trig-

ger times, and stimulation voltages listed in Section 5.1 can be seen in Fig. 5.27.

Without any EPSPs, the neuron will activate if Vs = −6 V. As with the previous

biphasic stimulation examples, the window of facilitation is larger before the stim-

ulation pulse. As |Vs | and synapse weight decrease, the facilitation window is only

before the stimulation pulse. This implies that it takes less biphasic stimulation

and/or synapse weight to facilitate the neuron if the synapse is triggered first and

the biphasic stimulation pulse occurs within about 20 ms after.

Figure 5.28 shows the membrane voltage at the axon tip and the synapse location

for Vs = −2 V and synapse weight 3.45 nS for all the synapse trigger times shown

in Fig. 5.27. The neuron activations are shown in orange-red, while the synapse

trigger time is shown as a dashed cyan line, and the start of the stimulation pulse

as a dotted black line. The time of the neuron activations generally increases with

increasing synaptic trigger time (with a gap of no facilitation in the middle), and

each of the activations travels back to the synapse location.

The response of the neuron (membrane voltage and ion-channel state variables) to

just the EPSP (with synapse weight of 3.45 nS) alone can be found in Fig. 3.10.

The response of the neuron to Vs = 2 V stimulation alone can be found in Fig. 5.23.

Figure 5.29 shows the facilitated response to a synapse triggered before the stimu-

lation pulse. Figure 5.31 shows the facilitated response to a synapse triggered after

the stimulation pulse.

As in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.B.1, Figs. 5.29 and 5.31 show many similarities if the

synapse trigger times are lined up. The stimulation pulse causes what appear to be
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minor deviations in the state of the neuron compared to the EPSP by itself, but these

deviations are enough to cause activation when combined with the EPSP.

For the case of Vs = 2 V and synapse weight 3.45 nS, a synapse trigger time of

t = 66 ms (same as with Vs = −2 V) maximizes the membrane voltage at the axon

tip (compared to other synapse trigger times). Figure 5.30 shows the neuron re-

sponse to these parameters. Note that this synapse trigger time causes the stimula-

tion pulse to occur when mIKdrSM is at a maximum near the synapse and hINaSM is

at a minimum. This behavior was also seen in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.B.1.
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Figure 5.28: Membrane voltage (Vm) (see colormap) at the axon tip (top figure) and at the

synapse location (bottom figure) as a function of synapse trigger time (x-axis) and simu-

lation time (y-axis). Measured on neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn exposed to −2.0 V of biphasic

epidural stimulation using stimulating electrode combination A4pA5n while a synaptic in-

put with synapse weight=3.45nS is triggered at varying times on the distal dendrite that

points in the +x̂ direction at segment 8. The electrical stimulation pulse starts at t=76.0ms

and the maximum amplitudes of the pulse occur at t=77.66ms ± 0.16ms. The colormap is

white when Vm = −68.31 mV (the resting membrane voltage for the distal axon tip) and

changes from dark yellow to orange at Vm = −10 mV to indicate neuron activation.
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5.B.3 Biphasic stimulation with Vs > 0 and a mid-dendrite synapse

For biphasic stimulation using A4pA5n with Vs > 0 of neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn with

a synapse triggered on the distal dendrite pointing in the x̂ direction at segment

8, the maximum membrane voltage at the axon tip for the synapse weights, trig-

ger times, and stimulation voltages listed in Section 5.1 can be seen in Fig. 5.32.

Without any EPSPs, the neuron will activate if Vs = 8 V. As with the previous

biphasic stimulation examples, the window of facilitation is larger before the stim-

ulation pulse. As |Vs | and synapse weight decrease, the facilitation window is only

before the stimulation pulse. This implies that it takes less biphasic stimulation

and/or synapse weight to facilitate the neuron if the synapse is triggered first and

the biphasic stimulation pulse occurs within about 20 ms after.

Figure 5.33 shows the membrane voltage at the axon tip and the synapse location

for Vs = 2 V and synapse weight 3.45 nS for all the synapse trigger times shown in

Fig. 5.32. The neuron activations are shown in orange-red, while the synapse trigger

time is shown as a dashed cyan line, and the start of the stimulation pulse as a dotted

black line. The time of the neuron activations generally increases with increasing

synaptic trigger time and each of the activations travels back to the synapse location.

The response of the neuron (membrane voltage and ion-channel state variables) to

just the EPSP (with synapse weight of 3.45 nS) alone can be found in Fig. 3.10.

Figure 5.34 shows the facilitated response to a synapse triggered before the stimu-

lation pulse. Figure 5.36 shows the facilitated response to a synapse triggered after

the stimulation pulse.

As in Sections 5.2.1 to 5.B.2, Figs. 5.34 and 5.36 show many similarities if the

synapse trigger times are lined up. The stimulation pulse causes what appear to be

minor deviations in the state of the neuron compared to the EPSP by itself, but these

deviations are enough to cause activation when combined with the EPSP.
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For the case of Vs = 2 V and synapse weight 3.45 nS, a synapse trigger time of

t = 66 ms (same as with Vs = −2 V) maximizes the membrane voltage at the axon

tip (compared to other synapse trigger times). Figure 5.35 shows the neuron re-

sponse to these parameters. Note that this synapse trigger time causes the stimula-

tion pulse to occur when mIKdrSM is at a maximum near the synapse and hINaSM is

at a minimum. The same behavior was also seen in Sections 5.2.1 to 5.B.2.
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Figure 5.33: Membrane voltage (Vm) (see colormap) at the axon tip (top figure) and at

the synapse location (bottom figure) as a function of synapse trigger time (x-axis) and sim-

ulation time (y-axis). Measured on neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn exposed to 2.0 V of biphasic

epidural stimulation using stimulating electrode combination A4pA5n while a synaptic in-

put with synapse weight=3.45nS is triggered at varying times on the distal dendrite that

points in the +x̂ direction at segment 8. The electrical stimulation pulse starts at t=76.0ms

and the maximum amplitudes of the pulse occur at t=77.66ms ± 0.16ms. The colormap is

white when Vm = −68.31 mV (the resting membrane voltage for the distal axon tip) and

changes from dark yellow to orange at Vm = −10 mV to indicate neuron activation.
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5.B.4 Monophasic stimulation with Vs < 0 and a mid-dendrite synapse

For monophasic stimulation using A4pA5n with Vs < 0 of neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn

with a synapse triggered on the distal dendrite pointing in the x̂ direction at segment

8, the maximum membrane voltage at the axon tip for the synapse weights, trigger

times, and stimulation voltages listed in Section 5.1 can be seen in Fig. 5.37. With-

out any EPSPs, the neuron will activate if Vs = −4.25 V. The window of facilitation

is fairly balanced between before and after the stimulation pulse if Vs = −4 V. If Vs

is [0.5, 1, 2, 3]V, there is clearly more facilitation if the synapse is triggered before

the stimulation pulse.

Figure 5.38 shows the membrane voltage at the axon tip and the synapse location

for Vs = −2 V and synapse weight 3.45 nS for all the synapse trigger times shown in

Fig. 5.27. The neuron activations are shown in orange-red, while the synapse trigger

time is shown as a dashed cyan line, and the start of the stimulation pulse as a dotted

black line. The time of the neuron activations generally increases with increasing

synaptic trigger time and each of the activations travel back to the synapse location.

The response of the neuron (membrane voltage and ion-channel state variables) to

just the EPSP (with synapse weight of 3.45 nS) alone can be found in Fig. 3.10.

The response of the neuron to Vs = −2 V stimulation alone can be found in Fig. 5.6.

Figure 5.39 shows the facilitated response to a synapse triggered before the stimu-

lation pulse. Figure 5.41 shows the facilitated response to a synapse triggered after

the stimulation pulse.

For the case of Vs = −2 V and synapse weight 3.45 nS, the membrane voltage at the

axon tip is maximized (compared to other synapse trigger times) if synapse trigger

time is the same as the start of the stimulation pulse (t = 76 ms). Figure 5.40 shows

the neuron response to these parameters.
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Figure 5.38: Membrane voltage (Vm) (see colormap) at the axon tip (top figure) and at the

synapse location (bottom figure) as a function of synapse trigger time (x-axis) and simula-

tion time (y-axis). Measured on neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn exposed to −2.0 V of monophasic

epidural stimulation using stimulating electrode combination A4pA5n while a synaptic in-

put with synapse weight=3.45nS is triggered at varying times on the distal dendrite that

points in the +x̂ direction at segment 8. The electrical stimulation pulse starts at t=76.0ms

and has a maximum amplitude at t=77.13ms. The colormap is white when Vm = −68.31 mV

(the resting membrane voltage for the distal axon tip) and changes from dark yellow to or-

ange at Vm = −10 mV to indicate neuron activation.
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5.B.5 Monophasic stimulation with Vs > 0 and a mid-dendrite synapse

For monophasic stimulation using A4pA5n with Vs > 0 of neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn

with a synapse triggered on the distal dendrite pointing in the x̂ direction at seg-

ment 8, the maximum membrane voltage at the axon tip for the synapse weights,

trigger times, and stimulation voltages listed in Section 5.1 can be seen in Fig. 5.42.

Without any EPSPs, it appears that this neuron will not activate with monophasic

stimulation if Vs > 0 V. Unlike the biphasic stimulation examples and the previous

example, the facilitation window for the synapse trigger time is clearly larger after

the stimulation pulse. If Vs is [2, 1, 0.5]V, the facilitation window is completely

after the stimulation pulse starts and goes all the way to the last synapse trigger

time tested for the maximum synapse weight (3.45 nS).

Figure 5.43 shows the membrane voltage at the axon tip and the synapse location

for Vs = 2 V and synapse weight 3.45 nS for all the synapse trigger times shown

in Fig. 5.42. The neuron activations are shown in orange-red, while the synapse

trigger time is shown as a dashed cyan line, and the start of the stimulation pulse

as a dotted black line. The time of the neuron activations increases with increasing

synaptic trigger time (after the small decrease in time when the synaptic trigger

time coincides with the stimulation pulse start time) and each of the activations

travel back to the synapse location.

The response of the neuron (membrane voltage and ion-channel state variables) to

just the EPSP (with synapse weight of 3.45 nS) alone can be found in Fig. 3.10.

The response of the neuron to Vs = 2 V stimulation alone can be found in Fig. 5.11.

Figure 5.45 shows the response to the earliest synapse trigger time (t=81 ms) that

caused facilitation with Vs = 2 V and synapse weight 4.783 nS. A synapse trigger

time of 81 ms also maximizes the membrane voltage at the axon tip (compared

to other synapse trigger times). Fig. 5.46 shows the response to the latest tested

synapse trigger time (t=146 ms) that caused facilitation.
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Figure 5.43: Membrane voltage (Vm) (see colormap) at the axon tip (top figure) and at the

synapse location (bottom figure) as a function of synapse trigger time (x-axis) and simula-

tion time (y-axis). Measured on neuron GM1_L_r5_Yn exposed to 2.0 V of monophasic

epidural stimulation using stimulating electrode combination A4pA5n while a synaptic in-

put with synapse weight=3.45nS is triggered at varying times on the distal dendrite that

points in the +x̂ direction at segment 8. The electrical stimulation pulse starts at t=76.0ms

and has a maximum amplitude at t=77.13ms. The colormap is white when Vm = −68.31 mV

(the resting membrane voltage for the distal axon tip) and changes from dark yellow to or-

ange at Vm = −10 mV to indicate neuron activation.
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5.C Appendix: Supplementary figures for separating facilitated and non-

activated neurons using static features

This appendix contains supplementary figures for Section 5.4.1.

The results of using the best features found in Section 5.4.1 to separate simulations

of biphasic stimulation with EPSPs are shown in Figs. 5.47-5.57 and corresponding

monophasic stimulation results are displayed in Figs. 5.58-5.68. A summary of

these results is available in Table 5.2.
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5.D Appendix: Supplementary figures for separating facilitated and non-

activated neurons using stimulation-only membrane voltages

This appendix contains supplementary figures for Section 5.4.2.

Figures 5.69-5.79 show the result of the greedy search using membrane voltage fea-

tures for biphasic stimulation and Figs. 5.80-5.90 show the result for monophasic

stimulation. A summary of the results is available in Table 5.3.














































